ABSTRACT. This article reviews biotechnology legislation in the 50 states for 11 policy areas spanning 1990-2010, an era of immense growth in biotechnology, genetic knowledge, and significant policy development. Policies regarding health insurance, life insurance, long-term care insurance, DNA data bank collection, biotech research protection, biotech promotion and support, employment discrimination, genetic counselor licensing, human cloning, and genetic privacy each represent major policy responses arising from biotechnology and coinciding with key areas of state regulation (insurance, criminal justice, economic development, labor law, health and safety, privacy, and property rights). This analysis seeks to answer three questions regarding biotechnology legislation at the state level: who is acting (policy adoption), when is policy adopted (policy timing), and what is policy doing (policy content). Theoretical concerns examine state ideology (conservative or liberal), policy type (economic or moral), and the role of external events (federal law, news events, etc.) on state policy adoption. Findings suggest ideological patterns in adoption, timing, and content of biotech policy. Findings also suggest economic policies tend to be more uniform in content than moral policies, and findings also document a clear link between federal policy development, external events, and state policy response.
T his article reviews biotechnology legislation in the 50 states for 11 policy areas spanning 1990-2010. This slice of legislative history coincides with an immense growth in biotechnology and genetic knowledge, evidenced particularly in the Human Genome Project and the commercial development of genetically engineered organisms. These advances in genetic science and technology presented new policy pressures for both conventional policies, such as health insurance regulation or criminal prosecution, and for novel policies, such as ''genetic privacy'' or ''human cloning. '' States responded to these developments in diverse ways with the passage of laws to regulate, promote, or outlaw the fruits of genetic science. For example, in 1991 Wisconsin ( § §631.89) became the first state to place restrictions on the use of genetic test results ''in insurance contracts,'' and in the next 20 years 39 more states would enact such restrictions. States doi: 10.1017/pls.2015.2
Correspondence: Rebecca C. Harris, Department of Politics, Washington and Lee University, 204 W. Washington Street, Lexington, VA 24450. Email: harrisr@wlu.edu also worried more broadly about other uses of genetic information, such as New York's 1996 expansion of its Civil Rights Law (CVR §79-L) to cover ''confidentiality of records of genetic tests.'' States simultaneously promoted biotechnology with tax incentives or direct funding, such as the 2007 Illinois statute (20 §230-1, 5, 10, 99) authorizing economic development ''activities to develop the biotech sector.'' States also protected GMO production by passing biotech ''protection'' statutes, such as the 2007 amendment to the Oregon criminal code ( §164.889) ''creating the offense'' of biotech destruction. Other areas of health or medical regulation surfaced, such as the prohibition of human cloning or the licensing of genetic counselors. Of concern as well was the potential use of genetic information in the workplace, such as the 2002 Arizona civil rights statute ( §41-1463), placing it under categories of unlawful ''discrimination in the workplace.'' On the other hand, states slowly yet completely embraced the use of genetic information in criminal prosecution with all 50 states passing legislation to create so-called ''DNA databases. '' Initially interesting to ask about these state responses is who is acting (policy adoption), when is policy adopted (policy timing), and what is policy doing (policy content). One contribution of this article is to simply map this descriptive landscape. As might be expected, some states are adopting policies while others are not. Likewise, some states jump in early while others come late to the party. Moreover, the beauty of state policy laboratories is that not all states are enacting the same policy when they do act.
More interesting from a theoretical standpoint is that the genetic science and policy ''frontier'' is, at least initially, somewhat prepolitical. Developments in genetic knowledge, technical capability, and medical practice present themselves to the political system initially free of a partisan or ideological identity. Is the creation of a DNA database conservative or liberal? Is the promotion of biotechnology a Democratic or a Republican platform issue? In other words, the political identity of the scientific reality or challenge has yet to be fashioned-and it becomes (or may become) fashioned as political institutions, such as legislatures, allocate values and resources in the form of public policy.
A second contribution of this article is to map the association of biotech policies with a particular ideology (conservative or liberal) at the state level. This political response to biotechnology has important implications for the formation of societal and political values about biotechnology. In their path-breaking work on issue evolution, Carmines and Stimson note the importance of ''novel'' issues for producing new political positions. 1 The formation of a political identity for biotechnology will also affect political support for its development and use in American society. Furthermore, as the literature review notes below, liberal states are more likely to develop a policy response than conservative states, 2 a reality that could also affect the initial political identity of biotechnology.
Two other theoretical considerations, involving policy type and the role of federalism, will also be explored. Current theories of policy response to biotechnology center on policy type (economic or moral) as a determinant of state response, but have not been sufficiently tested in the robust, comparative policy environment offered by this analysis (50 jurisdictions across 11 policies). The analysis also examines the role of federal law and external events in biotechnology development.
This review thus describes the lay of the land regarding these issues. What follows is a largely descriptive presentation of state legislative activity and biotech policy, first as a way to publish a comparative record of state legislation and timing and, second, to examine theoretically interesting patterns in this activity. The first section offers a brief review of three intersecting literatures about state innovation and policy response. The second section uses this literature to build a set of expectations about state biotechnology policy. The third section provides an overview of state legislative response to biotechnology in 11 key policy areas. The main analysis then examines patterns in state responses as they relate to expectations in the literature.
Theoretical approaches to state innovation and biotechnology
There are three concurrent literatures about expected patterns in state response to biotechnology. First, there is a group of theories that focus on characteristics of the state itself as a determinant of policy response. According to this set of theories, state response will be a function of state ideology (usually measured as degree of liberalism), 3 resources, and particularized environment. Second, there is a literature that focuses on policy type as a determinant of state policy response. According to this set of theories, state response will be a function of issue type-particularly whether the policy is an economic/agricultural issue or a moral/medical issue. Third, there is a literature noting the role of external events, particularly federal policy, in shaping state response. Here, state response is reactive in nature, a function of federal action or politically important events. Each of these literatures is examined in turn.
The state innovation literature seeks to understand the conditions under which states adopt new or novel policies. In terms of policy adoption and timing, there is a general expectation that ''liberal'' wealthy states will take the lead. 4 Also in the innovation literature is the recognition that certain states, such as California and New York, are widely known to be innovators while other states, such as Massachusetts and Michigan, function as regional ''pacesetters. '' 5 As the following analysis will indicate, state policy in genetics and biotechnology is consistent with these expectations. However, there is also the recognition in the literature that state response is very much issue and time specific. 6 Certain issues may encourage normally ''noninnovative'' conservative states to act. 7 There is also the recognition that federal impetus can accelerate the diffusion rate 8, 9 in a manner pressuring all states uniformly.
Given the moral and civic controversy of genetic science and technology and the role of federal policy in state decision making, 10, 11, 12 states that are not normally innovative may become quickly involved. A further expectation is that the diffusion of policy adoption follows an S-curve of innovation adoption characterized by slow beginnings, rapid expansion, and tapering off of remaining states. 13, 14 Where we wish to examine development of a political identity of biotechnology and the association of political ideology with biotechnology policy response, this literature offers a context for considerations in state policy diffusion. The inclusion of ideological sorting of biotechnology policy also addresses larger questions about issue evolution and the political identity of policies. 15 Furthermore, the expectation of ''liberal'' states to take the lead has important implications for ideological definitions in biotechnology policy formation.
A second literature examines how policy type can influence state adoption patterns. While some of this early literature divided policies by function (regulatory, distributive, and redistributive), 16 studies of biotechnology policy have tended to sort polices based on more of an issue typology. By combining several substantively different literatures, two distinct policy issue types emerge from biotechnology-leading to the expectation of distinct political response by the states. One literature divides biotech policy into agricultural or health policy. Webber examined the 50 states using this bifurcation to demonstrate that agricultural policy tended to be more uniform while health policy (human cloning, stem cells, gene therapy) tended to be more pluralistic. 17 Sheingate, comparing U.S. and European biotechnology policy, found a similar agricultural-health divide, where the product-based approach of U.S. policy led to differential politics for agricultural products (promotional) versus medical products (precautional). 18 Sheingate also found the contrast between agricultural and medical biotechnology to be an interaction of institutional structure and Congressional politics. 19 A second group of scholars sees another issue distinction for biotechnology policy. Mooney and Schuldt introduce the difference between morality policy and economic policy in state policy adoption. 20 Here, morality policy is viewed as nontechnical policy, where state governments must respond to ideological citizen sentiment, thus making policy responsive to and determined by values. Conversely, economic policy is viewed as quite technical, allowing economic interest group power to push for policy determined by expertise and socioeconomic factors. Stabile likewise differentiated between morality policy and business policy when comparing somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT, or cloning) for reproductive purposes (morality) to therapeutic/medical (and hence business-supported) purposes. 21 Stabile goes on to explain counterintuitive policies by Kansas and Massachusetts as the product of these bifurcated issue types-one threatening the morality politics of right to life and the other viewed as the future of a modern economy. What is most interesting is the way this second set of scholars predicts a more uniform state response to ''economic'' policy and a more pluralistic approach to ''morality'' policy.
These divides, whether agricultural/health or economic/morality in approaches to biotechnology policy, provide a starting point for analysis of state response. Debates about agricultural policy have traditionally embraced highly technical economic arguments. Conversely, debates about health care, particularly reproductive medicine, while technical in practice, have conventionally been less technical and often moral. Further informing the adoption of biotechnology policy is Jasanoff's observation that biotech policy is nonlinear and subject to redefinition by political forces. 22 In Jasanoff's example, debates about agricultural biotech policy can move from economic to political, with flavors of social justice and ''domination.'' Other scholars echo this point when they note the way controversial, salient policies can become less controversial as they turn on the technical or economic. For instance, gay marriage has moved from a morality debate to legal rights debate, somewhat shifting public sentiment. Likewise, the SCNT debate, as noted by Stabile, has shifted from a morality (reproductive cloning) to health (therapeutic cloning) frame. 23 Thus, the degree to which policy is uniform or pluralistic can be predicted by the issue type, and shifts in policy congruence or divergence between states might result from shifts in issue definition.
An entirely different literature provides a final set of expectations for state response to biotechnology. 24 This literature supports the notion that external events, particularly federal policy making, can galvanize state action as an adaptive, competitive, or reactive necessity. This insight provides a possible explanation for biotech policies not easily placed in the above categories. Discussions about DNA data banks and insurance regulation likely lean toward the technical and economic, yet a great deal of variation exists, much of which is likely explained by concurrent and directive federal policy. External events also likely affect timing of policy mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N adoption as well, with the majority of state response expected to occur immediately after.
Expected patterns of state response to biotechnology policy
Given the theories of state innovativeness, policy type, and external events, we would expect several patterns to occur with state response to biotechnology. First, in terms of policy adoption and policy timing, we would expect more liberal states to adopt more policies and to be more likely to develop policy first. Thus, it is hypothesized that liberal states will be more innovative (adopting more and adopting earlier) than conservative states. We would also expect conservative states to react differently to biotechnology than liberal states, but the interesting part will be for which policies and in what manner, as the policy area is somewhat ideologically undefined. Second, in terms of policy type, we expect state response will be more uniform for economic or technical regulatory issues and more diverse for moral or nontechnical policy issues. Thus, it is hypothesized states will have more similar policy content for economic than for morality issues. We might also expect state ideology to interact with state response to both moral and economic issues, with liberal states taking a somewhat different path than conservative states.
Third, in terms of policy adoption, timing, and content, we expect external events to influence the timing and content of state biotech policy. Thus, it is hypothesized that federal policy or other external events will affect the adoption and content of biotech policy. Finally, these linear expectations gain complexity when viewed as interactive variables. For instance, ideology and issue type might interactively drive policy response-for example, morality issues raised by biotechnology may stimulate normally noninnovative conservative states to respond out of character. External events, such as federal policy, may likewise stimulate noninnovative states as a reaction or adaptation to a federal policy environment.
Data and analysis strategy
What follows is a description of state biotech policy response as it relates to these expectations. States have also used their civil and criminal code to specially protect certain forms of biotechnology. These provisions provide additional criminal or civil penalties for biotechnology destruction, particularly transgenic agricultural and livestock research or production. Half of the states have special biotech destruction laws. Many of these provisions define biotech destruction as ''an act of terrorism,'' and the majority of them (17 states) were passed between 2001 and 2002, largely as a reaction to the September 11 terrorist attacks and subsequent national attention to agri-terrorism concerns. Also, in 1999 and 2000 there was a series of genetically modified crop vandalism strikes by activists in Europe and in the United States. 29 It is notable that states directly support land-grant universities where the majority of agricultural biotech research is undertaken, thus providing a fairly direct stake in genetic science protection. Economic progrowth. States have also been proactive in promoting biotechnology in their state, with much of this directly associated with genetic knowledge generation and application. Almost half the states have specific provisions to encourage the biotechnology industry within their borders, including direct state funding and grants (14 states), tax credits, and/or institutional support (11 states) . Interestingly enough, some of this state activity has been occurring over a much longer time frame than other policy areas, with more than half of the legislative activity occurring between 1984 and 1998. The promise of biotech has been on the state radar for some time, and the biotech destruction provisions discussed above rightly note the contributions of biotechnology to state economic mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N growth. The preservation and promotion of biotech development demonstrates the role of state policy to encourage novel industries in the hopes of generating economic growth and successfully competing with other states for scarce economic resources. 30 Labor law. Genetic knowledge somewhat threatened the states' interest in maintaining employment and private benefits for workers. Thus, most states (34) outlaw the use of genetic information in employment, with legislative activity spanning a 15-year period from 1991 to 2006 . In 2008, the Federal Genetic Information NonDiscrimination Act (GINA) was passed to prohibit discrimination in health insurance and employment. Health and safety. Biotechnology often requires or demands government regulation to protect state interests of health and safety. States have passed genetic counselor licensing statutes (13 states), human cloning prohibitions (15 states), and biotech regulations (24 states). Counselor licensing requirements follow conventional professional regulation with minimal qualifications and possibly additional requirements or penalties (7 states). These laws typically restrict the use of genetic medical knowledge to those allowed by law. Human cloning prohibitions, like DNA data banks, have a spectrum of legislative content. The least restrictive statutes prohibit only public money for human cloning (2 states). Moderately restrictive statutes prohibit reproductive cloning (6 states), with half of those adding criminal penalties. The most restrictive statutes prohibit reproductive and therapeutic cloning (7 states), with four of those adding criminal penalties. While the House of Representatives passed three bills banning human cloning from 2000 to 2008, no federal human cloning law has been forthcoming. 31 Biotech regulations (24 states) have been both supportive and restrictive of the use of genetics in the biotech industry. Supportive policy approaches include additional trade secret protection beyond federal requirements (2 states) and the passage of uniform statelevel biotech laws to preempt local restrictions (15 states). Restrictive policy approaches range from simple registration of genetically modified agents with state officials (2 states) to extensive permit processes and regulatory provisions for agricultural biotechnology use within the state (14 states). While the supportive policies are actually part of economic progrowth policy goals, the restrictive policies seek to protect the health or safety of the state's citizens and/or environment. Privacy and property rights. A final group of regulations provides special protections for genetic information and genetic privacy rights. The majority of states (32) have provisions protecting individual genetic information. In most states, these provisions operate to protect genetic information in a manner akin to health information, requiring informed consent to access or disclose (15 states) or strictly prohibiting disclosure (8 states). Other states have genetic privacy provisions more akin to property rights, such as requiring personal access to genetic information (4 states) or expressly legislating genetic information as personal property (5 states).
Given this initial overview of biotech policy response and policy content, theoretical and empirical questions can be explored. Patterns in policy adoption, content, and timing gauge the extent to which state ideology, policy type, and federalism play a role in state biotech policy formation.
Policy adoption
The first step is to examine policy adoption, particularly the way certain policies are/are not adopted together. The average state legislature has adopted half of the genetics policies under consideration (see Table 1 ). Some states, such as Alabama and Mississippi have adopted only DNA data bank provisions. Other states, such as California, have adopted legislation in all 11 policy areas. The average number of state policy adoptions was about 6 (M = 6.04).
According to the literature we should see a pattern of liberal states leading the way in policy adoption. In fact, this is only partially true. At the extremes of the ideological scale, the ''Most Liberal'' states average 7.4 policies, and the ''Most Conservative'' states average 5.3 policies, placing them a significant distance apart. However, the relationship is nonlinear, with more moderate states behaving essentially the same. Likewise, if we look at those states enacting policies one standard deviation away from the mean, there is only a moderate pattern in favor of the liberalism theory. Of those states enacting eight or more policies, six are liberal and four are conservative. Of those states enacting four or fewer policies, three are liberal and four are conservative. While the ideological pattern does not perfectly emerge, it does not mean liberalism does not matter. Rather, it is likely that the controversy surrounding certain issues galvanizes normally noninnovative states to get involved.
Of more interest is the way states are treating the universe of biotech policy. The focus of this research was policy type, particularly if states appear to adopt certain In terms of policy adoption patterns, states were first compared with each other to answer two questions: Do states ''cluster'' in terms of which policies they are adopting? In other words, are certain states responding to certain policies? For example, do conservative states adopt some of the eleven policies while liberal states adopt others? Second, do policies ''cluster'' in a manner where certain policies appear to be adopted together? These questions were examined using multidimensional scaling and hierarchical clustering techniques. To indicate the presence or absence of policy adoption, 50 states were compared on 11 policies using dummy variables (1 and 0). Clustering and scaling comparisons show states clustering into four distinct groups (see Table 2 ). Hierarchical cluster analysis using an agglomeration method joins states into successive clusters based upon their adoption or nonadoption of policies. 32 The same four clusters likewise emerged in multidimensional scaling (MDS) of Euclidean distances between binary variables. This analysis placed the states in two-dimensional space based on which states seemed to adopt (or failed to adopt) similar policies. Technical derivations have been omitted to reduce visual clutter. For cluster analysis the agglomeration schedule coefficient (1.00) suggested stage 17 (4 clusters in the dendrogram) as a significant break in the data, meaning that states sorted themselves into four groups based on their shared adoptions and nonadoptions. For multidimensional scaling, the derived stimulus configuration (Euclidean distance model) located the 50 states in two-dimensional space with the same four distinct groups emerging. The goodness of fit was fairly strong (Stress = 0.24; RSQ = 0.70). Table 2 presents a list of the four groups, their ideology, and their genetic policy adoption patterns. A strict pattern of the types of policies adopted emerges from the clustering and scaling data (see Table 2 ). Most stark are those states with or without additional insurance protections for life, disability, and long-term care insurance. Indeed the three policies are significantly correlated with each other (phi = 0.70). A second observation is the grouping of employment nondiscrimination policy with genetic privacy and biotech support. Employment nondiscrimination policy is modestly but significantly correlated with genetic privacy (phi = 0.41) and biotech support (phi = 0.60). A third difference is a clear separation between biotech support (willingness to provide tax credits and incentives for the biotech industry) and biotech protection (a willingness to protect biotech research from criminal destruction). A fourth difference is between states with or without human cloning and counselor licensing provisions.
Group 1 has the most comprehensive policies, covering all insurance, employment, privacy, and biotech support. What Group 1 does not do is specially protect biotech with specific penalties for biotech destruction (California and Arizona being the only exceptions). Thus, this group seems to take the most liberal approach to protecting its citizens from genetic discrimination by regulating the actions of industry and private citizen use of genetic information. Yet, this group does not single out biotech for special criminal justice protections, a move that is liberal toward law-and-order politics and mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N Group 3 comprehensively regulates insurance and has genetic privacy policies to protect genetic information. However, this group is much more supportive of business interests in other areas. While offering little direct state funding or tax support, these states have specific statutory provisions for the destruction of biotech property. These states have very few employment restrictions. These states likewise have no health and safety provisions-no human cloning prohibitions and no counselor licensing. They also have almost no biotech regulatory provisions. In terms of ideology, Group 3 has states from both ends of the spectrum. The most notable characteristic is regional domination: western states constitute 80 percent of this group.
Group 4 is the least active group, with no life, disability, or insurance provisions (with the exception of Wyoming's prohibition on disability insurance). Group 4 also has no biotech grant or tax support provisions, while 40 percent have biotech protections. In terms of health and safety, only Tennessee has a genetic counselor licensing provision. Only a handful of states (four) in Group 4 have employment provisions. This group is best characterized by conservatism. They have the federally mandated health insurance provisions and DNA collection statutes. When they act, they take a conservative private property approach. (Half take a personal property and access approach to genetic information, with those same states the only ones to restrict employment.) They also take a probusiness approach to biotech regulation, preempting local laws (which are generally stricter toward business by seeking to balance biotech and organic approaches to crop production) with uniform state law (more conducive to business), and narrowing insurance regulation to only healthcare. Local and state laws can vary because representatives from rural agricultural areas as well as governors of agricultural states may dominate state law, while interests who are skeptical of genetic modification may dominate urban city councils.
Clearly there are differences in the way certain states and regions are pursuing biotechnology policy, and state legislation is reflecting the attachment of established political values (civil rights, private property) and expected ideological response to those values in patterns of policy adoption. However, some of these groupings involve states not normally considered to be similar in their ideology or policy approach. Also interesting is the way certain policies group together, especially insurance regulation or economic stimulus (biotech support) patterns. Industry pressure groups may play a role in seeking uniform regulations in several states simultaneously. 34 The next section examines policy content as it varies among the states.
Biotechnology policy content
Content for each policy is presented in Tables 3-7 below. The first part of this section presents policy content and discussion of ideological differentiation (political identity) for each biotech issue. Policy content for each area is analyzed using a continuum of relative policy content (minimum, standard, goes further). Standard policy content is that adopted by a majority of actors. Minimum policies do less than the standard policy or provide exceptions to strict prohibitions. Policies that ''go further'' go above and beyond the standard policy approach. As will become evident below, the ideological orientation of states is correlated with specific policy content and the general approach (minimum, standard, goes further) of policy tools. The second section compares ideology to general approach (minimum, standard, goes further). The third section examines differences between state response to economic issues and state response to morality issues. As expected, some policies have a much more uniform response than others.
mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N Genetic nondiscrimination policy and privacy. When it comes to genetic nondiscrimination policy, health insurance legislation rarely allows exceptions for genetic information use (see Table 3 ). The majority of actors provide a strict prohibition on the use of genetics for determining health insurance eligibility or risk classification, while nine states provide exceptions for actuarial justification or voluntary submission. This is in direct contrast to the other insurance regulations (life, disability, and long-term care) where the majority of actors have exceptions allowing providers to use genetic information with informed consent or actuarial justification. Thus, we see states much more concerned about genetic discrimination in health insurance than in other forms of insurance. Likewise, employment discrimination has no exceptions and is at the least strictly prohibited by the policies in place. Indeed, most states go further to prohibit employers from collecting employee genetic information or to provide specific penalties for employer violations. Common sense recognizes that states have significant pragmatic goals to encourage health insurance coverage and employment. Jobs are even more important when one considers employment as the source of health insurance coverage for most unretired Americans.
In terms of insurance nondiscrimination, the interaction of biotechnology and ideology is quite informative. The Most Conservative states do not have a single ''exception'' for voluntary submission or actuarial justification to allow for the use of genetic information in any type of insurance. By contrast, the Most Liberal actors have significant exceptions for their health care (30 percent of ML actors), life insurance (100 percent), disability insurance (100 percent), and long-term care insurance (80 percent) policies. Across the four-part spectrum, ideology and insurance policy have a statistically significant relationship for life insurance (Kendall's tau-b = −0.65) and disability insurance (−0.70). The negative direction indicates the strongest policies-absolute prohibitions with no exceptions-originate with the most conservative actors.
The weakest policies, those with exceptions, originate with the most liberal actors. It appears conservatives see biotechnology information as a privacy issue, while liberals are more willing to allow scientific information a role in the insurance marketplace. However, it is notable that the Most Liberal actors across life, disability, and long-term care insurance are the same actors: California, Oregon, Massachusetts, New York, and Maryland. It may be that the big states, California and New York, are the opinion leaders for the other states. As very large markets and as models that often set the tone for other states, California and New York might have been heavily lobbied for those exceptions by the insurance industry. 35 Second, genetic privacy policies, where present, diverge significantly in their treatment of genetic information (see Table 4 ). As noted earlier, the majority of actors (18) treat genetic information akin to health information with allowances for informed consent and prohibitions against disclosure. However, a significant number of actors (9) treat genetic information more akin to private property with provisions for personal access and personal property rights. Ideological patterns emerge when state genetic privacy policy goes beyond a typical health information approach and begins to treat genetic information more like personal property. Only three liberal actors adopted this perspective. Delaware and Oregon have provisions requiring personal access to genetic information. Colorado genetic privacy law declares genetic information to be personal property. By contrast, twice as many (6) conservative actors use a private property approach to genetic privacy. New Mexico and Nevada provide for personal access to genetic information. And Alaska, Florida, Georgia, and Louisiana declare genetic information to be personal property. As can be seen in Table 4 , four of the five states declaring DNA to be personal property are conservative.
Overall, the approach to genetic nondiscrimination takes a counterintuitive turn. Conventional ideological expectations might consider liberals to take the strict prohibition approach to discrimination tolerance, with no room for exceptions. However, these six policy areas demonstrate a strong liberal propensity for ''exceptions.'' It is the conservative states that carry the strictest provisions, fewer exceptions, and more penalties. This may suggest genetic discrimination for insurance and employment is gaining a political identity as a conservative issue. Clearly the conservative states, when they act, tend to adopt stricter provisions, and seem to treat genetic privacy as a civil protection issue. Regulation of genetics. The regulation of genetics, with fewer state actors, tends to ''go further'' with its statutory requirements (see Table 5 ). While the regulation of genetic science, medicine and technology is governed by a host of federal administrative policies arising from the FDA, USDA, EPA, and others, state policy has been limited to a few areas of concern, with 14 states creating a permit process for the production or environmental release of genetically modified organisms. This regulation has largely dealt with agriculture and aquaculture, though most provisions broadly refer to any biotech organism. Most states acting in this area ''go further'' with significant permit processes and regulations. However, there is no ideological pattern to this activity, as it is evenly spread across the ideological spectrum. The fourteen actors (Florida, Illinios, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Carolina, mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N South Dakota, Virginia, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin) , regardless of ideology, all have significant agriculture industries, a likely reason for the policy. Genetic counselor licensing provisions likewise have consistent activity across the ideological spectrum. Both of these issues appear to lack a political identity and show no evidence of ideological differentiation. Human cloning prohibitions are found in thirteen states. Half of these provisions prohibit only reproductive cloning in order to leave room for biomedical research. The other half of these provisions prohibit any form of human cloning, even for therapeutic purposes. As might be expected, a significant and expected ideological pattern is evident among the actors. Six of the seven Most Liberal actors prohibit only reproductive cloning, while all of the conservative actors prohibit both. In terms of state spending, California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, and Rhode Island expressly allow state money to be used for nonreproductive cloning research, clearly exhibiting a preference on behalf of liberal states to keep the doors open to biomedical research in this area. Human cloning prohibitions appear to mirror the tension in state policy delineated by stem cell research. 36 States see an economic opportunity in biomedical research but have to compromise over the moral dimensions of cloning human beings. Biotechnology in this context is also severely colored by reproductive rights politics. Two states (Arizona, Missouri) prohibit only state funding of human cloning. Promotion of biotechnology. The promotion of biotechnology generally ''goes further'' to assist the biotech industry (see Table 6 ). Of particular interest is the financial and property protection support. Both of these are wholly state driven, with no federal regulatory pressure. State financial support is very proactive, and usually progrowth. Tax credits and state funding for biotech exhibit a significant commitment to fostering the biotech industry within state borders. State civil and criminal support also goes beyond normal judicial remedies. Civil provisions generally require damage awards to be ten times the destruction price. Criminal provisions impose stronger fines and prison minimums than is customarily associated with property destruction. Thus, here we see a concerted effort on behalf of some states to bring more biotech to the state and an effort on behalf of other states to protect the research and production already occurring within their borders. There is no ideological differentiation. Of the 35 states acting in each area, only ten (California, Arizona, Hawaii, Iowa, Louisiana, Kansas, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Virginia) have both policies.
Harris
The promotion of biotechnology shows some signs of ideological differentiation. While half the states, regardless of ideology, provide financial support for biotechnology, other policy content shows a slight conservative bent. Regulatory support, in the form of legislatively preempting local antibiotech regulation (viewed as antibusiness activism), is much more popular in conservative states. Twelve of the seventeen states (70 percent of actors) were conservative states. Conservative states are also more likely to have criminal penalties in their biotech protection provisions. Data collection. DNA data bank collection, a policy strongly promoted and funded by the federal government, has been adopted in all fifty states (see Table 7 ). Yet, there is significant variation in collection requirements. Recent years have seen a concerted effort by some states to expand DNA collection and presumably enhance criminal convictions. As the ideological analysis below demonstrates, these are pragmatic state actions to reduce crime, yet there is some evidence of separation among conservative and liberal states. The (17) . A smaller portion of states collect for certain misdemeanors (11) . Most rare is state policy collecting DNA only from certain felons (5 states) or only sex offenders (2 states).
DNA data bank collection policy has obvious ideological expectations given the conventional split between liberals and conservatives on law-and-order politics and the rights of the accused. We might expect conservative states to be more aggressive in their use of DNA data banks than liberal states. Indeed, there is a statistically significant pattern for ideology and data bank collection (chi-square = 21.0, phi = 0.649, both significant to 0.05). The pattern is not truly ordinal, for state ideological groups flip back and forth dominating the type of policy. Comparing ideology and biotech policy content. State response to biotechnology in general varies according to ideology. As would be expected, most states are acting with standard policies most of the time: Thirty-eight states enact standard policies the majority of the time. However, liberal states are much more likely to act with a minimum policy or a policy with exceptions. Of the states with an above average percentage (35 percent) of policy action in the minimum direction (16) , 75 percent were liberal. Of the states with a majority (50 percent) of policy actions in the minimum direction (15), 80 percent were liberal. (Some of these tied with the percent of standard policies.) As would be expected, conservative states took an opposite approach. In this case, conservatives were more likely to adopt policies going further than the standard approach. Of those states (26 percent) with an above-average amount of policies that ''go further,'' 58 percent were conservative. Of the states with a majority of their policy actions going further (7), 58 percent were conservative.
This seems to suggest biotechnology is more of a threat to conservatives than to liberals, at least in terms of the tendency for state statutory activity to ''go further'' when enacted. This was not necessarily to be expected. One can think of other instances where leftist groups are more likely to fear genetic science and technology, particularly genetically modified foods and animal clones. Indeed, statutes preempting local authorities from regulating genetically modified seeds arose precisely because liberal local governments were outlawing standard agricultural practice. Liberal states are also likely to be alarmed at hints of genetic discrimination-as when gay and lesbian groups were mobilized to protest by the purported discovery of a ''gay'' gene. 37 The pattern of conservative states is also interesting because conventional definitions of ''liberal'' and ''conservative'' would presuppose conservative states to be acting with minimum policy and liberal states to ''go further'' on average. The economic and moral policy divide. As noted earlier, a key set of theoretical expectations centered on policy type. According to these theories, states should respond much more uniformly to economic and agricultural/technical issues. By contrast, states should experience much more divergence for noneconomic, medicinal, or morality issues. The uniformity of state response mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N across policy types is presented in Table 8 , making it possible to examine policy actors and compare policy types. Among the economic/agricultural policy groups (insurance, employment, and biotech regulation), state uniformity ranges from 73 to 88 percent in policy response. As noted in Table 8 , state uniformity is quite high for legislation regarding genetic discrimination in health insurance, life insurance, disability insurance, long-term care, and employment. State uniformity is also quite high for GM regulation and GM protection in the agricultural sector. Compare this to the uniformity for medicine and moral issues, where uniformity ranges from 46 percent to 53 percent. Here we see much more variance in response to genetic counselor licensing; state financial support for biotech companies; and research, human cloning, and genetic privacy. As would be expected, medical and moral issues can be more divisive and diverse in response.
One more policy makes the case for this expected divide in issue type. DNA data bank collection does not immediately appear to be an economic, medical, or moral issue, and hence was labeled ''other.'' However, it is notable that most disagreements about DNA data bank collection have civil liberties undertones, making it akin to a civil/moral issue for both defendant's rights activists and law-and-order (''tough on crime'') supporters. For this reason, we believe it fits the expectation that morally defined issues will have less uniform state response, and we are not surprised to find state uniformity to be at 34 percent.
Further adding to the analysis is the case of large-N policies where almost all states have acted. Federal policy has forced states to act in health insurance and in DNA data bank collection, yet state uniformity of response is wildly different in these areas. For health insurance, 81 percent of states had the same strict response prohibiting genetic information in health insurance considerations. For DNA data bank collection, states are literally all over the map with a continuum of five separate categories requiring collection (arrest, misdemeanors, felons, violent felons, and sex offenders only). These two case studies seem to support a policy typology approach to understanding state response to biotechnology policy.
One last observation compels us to again point out complementary hypotheses likely acting on these outcomes. Most notable is the role of industry interest groups in obtaining uniform state regulation, whether insurance or biotech. This certainly provides a complementary reason why economic policy would be so much more uniform than medical or morality policy. In fact, our reading of specific statutes and legislation leads us to believe a thicker description of individual legislative deliberations would certainly demonstrate an active role for industry trade groups in crafting and drafting sample regulations in multiple states simultaneously. In a similar vein, we expect that a closer look at the legislative record for medical or moral issues would demonstrate concerns voiced in nontechnical, values-laden language and likely more idiosyncratic to the meanings given by policy makers themselves.
Policy timing
The final area of interest is the mapping of policy timing. Here, we wish to examine the role of outside events, especially federal activity, in soliciting state response. It is also possible to conclude with a few observations about the way individual state characteristics and policy type might interact with the timing of policy adoption. Timing of biotech policy. Policy timing is quite concentrated around a few years for most genetic science and technology policies. In order, the mean year for each policy is as follows: This timeline of average policy adoption might tell many stories. Simply comparing which policies came first or last on average is very interesting. DNA is first pursued in law enforcement long before genetic testing is a concern in health care. Genetic testing in healthcare is followed by a need for genetic counselors. This biotechnology policy timeline also foretells may key conflicts for governments arising from biotechnological development. For instance, the encouragement of the biotechnology industry (biotech tax support) gave rise to a backlash of activism and concern, requiring states to strengthen the protection of biotech property and to preempt regulation of biotechnology from local lawmaking. Also in conflict is the encouragement of biotechnology while at the same time limiting its use in certain ways (such as reproductive human cloning). As will be explained below, external events (federal, social, and scientific) stimulated much of this state legislative activity, and it is evidence of the twin pulls on government to pragmatically pursue biotech innovation while simultaneously limiting social and political effects. External events and biotech policy adoption. A timing scatter plot of healthcare legislation is presented as an example of policy timing (see Figure 1 ). Other scatter plots for each policy area are discussed but are visually omitted to reduce clutter. The Appendix offers yearly data on state activity. As will be noted below, federal activity (HIPAA or DNA Databank Act or employment laws) clearly influences state policy adoption The addition of genetic discrimination to employment rules at the state level is bimodal, with two peaks, one in 1998 and one in 2001. These dates coincide with important dates in contemporary genetic history and pop culture. In 1997, the major motion picture GATTACA portrayed a coming world of genetic employment discrimination and societal casting system in a not-too-distant science fiction setting. Also that year, Dolly the sheep was cloned, the first successful mammal cloning, spurring a triangulation of focus on genetic science and society. In 2000, the sequencing of the first human genome was announced with much popular fanfare and concern for the role of genetic information in individual lives.
Genetic privacy provisions are normally distributed around the mean year 1998, but they are also bundled with health insurance nondiscrimination provisions. Fully seventeen of thirty-three state genetic privacy laws are found in the same statute and legislation as health insurance provisions, with 88 percent acting before or during the mean year. DNA data bank collection statutes started slow with a handful of states acting each year from 1988 to 1993. However, a series of federal policies starting in 1994 provided funding and grants to assist states in DNA criminal data collection. In 1994, Congress passed the DNA Identification Act authorizing the National Institute for Justice to administer a grant program for qualifying state forensic labs. In 1996, the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act provided grants to help states and local governments participate in the federal DNA data bank collection program CODIS. In 1998 the Crime Identification and Technology Act authorized additional funds to assist with state participation in CODIS. These policies had the desired effect of producing DNA data collection statutes in all fifty states. Twelve states passed legislation in 1994. Nine states passed legislation in 1995. Fourteen states passed legislation between 1996 and 1998. Individual state timing. Individual state activity is best compared across policies using z-scores to generate a typology of state timing. States were sorted into five initial categories for eight policies-life, disability, and longterm care insurance were redundant for most states, and biotech burden regulation was not similar enough for cross-time comparison to be reliable. Sorting used the mean year (or mode year for skewed policies) to determine if states were excessively early adopters (more than one standard deviation from the mean), early adopters, pack adopters (adopting within one year before or after the mean), late adopters, or laggards (more than one standard deviation from the mean).
From this vantage point, states were categorized based on the percentage of time they were a member of each group across policies. For instance, Alabama and Mississippi were pack adopters 100 percent of the time. By contrast, Washington was never a pack adopter and was excessively early 75 percent of the time. Likewise, Wisconsin was never a pack adopter and was almost always adopting policy excessively early (66 percent of the time) or early (22 percent of the time). From this analysis, three groups emerged and were confirmed with MDS scaling analysis. Pioneer states were excessively early or early adopters more than half of the time. Six states fell into this category (California, Colorado, Georgia, New Hampshire, Washington, and Wisconsin). Late adopters were late or laggard adopters more than 50 percent of the time. Eleven states fell into this category (Alaska, Idaho, Maine, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming). The remaining states were pack adopters.
Comparing state timing with ideology generated a statistically significant, but moderate relationship. As to be expected, most states are pack adopters, regardless of ideology. At the extremes a nice pattern emerges, particularly on the pioneer side, where five out of six (83 percent) were liberal, and none of the Most Conservative states appeared. At the other end of the spectrum, late adopters, 64 percent of the states, were conservative and none of the Most Liberal states were in this group. Clearly, there is a rich political story behind both early and late adoptions, and more research, particularly qualitative research due to the small number, is warranted. The six early adopters do not immediately separate on the conventional variables correlated with innovativeness (population, wealth, legislative professionalism, etc.). Based on the available evidence, legislative expertise with genetic science and technology issues and/or state-specific activities of organized interests might have a role to play. It would not be surprising if individual legislators (policy entrepreneurs) or committees were found to have a hand in multiple policy adoptions. The late adopter group is closer to conventional expectations but still contains variable outliers. Here the question is what finally pushed them to pass legislation? Both sets of policy actors are ripe for more research consideration to inform both science policy formation and state innovation literatures. Of interest to us is that the early adopters are liberal dominated but come from both persuasions. This provides an opportunity for the development of a political identity for biotechnology issues, but not necessarily, as seen when policies fail to separate on ideological lines. Timing for economic and moral biotech policy. In terms of timing and policy type, three observations are worth noting. First, most economic policies (insurance provisions and agricultural biotech protections) state activity was quite concentrated around a two-year period. By contrast, most moral/medical policies (genetic privacy, human cloning) were enacted in spurts of state activity over a period of several years. DNA data bank collection appears to be quite concentrated as a result of federal funding initiatives. Thus, while external events do appear to drive policy, they do not drive economic and moral policy with similar force. When federal money or regulation is involved, we would expect a more concentrated state response than when the states are spending their own money (such as with medical biotech financial support and incentive packages, which trickled in over a period of many years). Biotech policy changes over time. Is there any sense that policy is changing over time, or does policy content seem unrelated to timing? Interesting patterns do emerge. For instance, exceptions for health insurance emerged in the pack years, with both pioneers and late adopters opting for the standard prohibition. Likewise, employment discrimination was stronger in the beginning and end than in the pack adoption years when adopters tended to experiment with a lesser policy. These two areas typify experimenting and a return to the pioneering approach for nondiscrimination policy. A similar pattern shows for biotech protection statutes. Civil penalties for biotech destruction surface during the pack years, with criminal penalties dominating early and later policy.
A different approach is apparent in the tapering of certain policy content over time. In terms of genetic privacy, the property approach declaring genetic information to be personal property was dominant in the pioneering stages but rare in later stages. For genetic counselor licensing, early policies tended to write standard regulations with additional requirements, such as confidentiality requirements, and penalties). The more recent policies tend to only set minimum qualifications.
A final approach is the concurrent approach, best exhibited by human cloning policy. The standard prohibition against reproductive cloning and the further prohibition against therapeutic cloning were present in early state activity as well as the most recent state activity. Here, there appears to be evidence of ideological separation, with conservative states acting differently than liberal states.
DNA data bank collection is a moving target, and this analysis examined timing of initial policies and content of current policies. It is interesting to know that DNA data collection is the most amended law in this analysis, with states increasing their collection pools over time. No state moved backward and stopped requiring the collection of DNA from certain criminals. For the most part, all of the other policies have seen little change from initial adoption regarding the approach to genetic information or biotechnology.
Discussion
In terms of policy adoption, content, and timing, states have indeed been acting as ''laboratories'' for biotechnology policy, with significant political implications. State ideology. Using state legislative action as a barometer, ideological associations seem to signal the development of a political identity for biotechnology. Liberal state actors tend to support science more than conservative state actors. This is evident in several areas. First, liberal states provide more room for insurance to use genetic information in legislative provision of exceptions. Second, liberal states provide more state funds, tax credits, and institutional support for biotech initiatives. Third, liberal states allow human cloning to occur in biomedical or therapeutic use. Thus, when viewed as scientific knowledge or advancement, biotechnology gains more support among liberals.
In contrast, when viewed as a law-and-order issue, biotechnology gains more support among conservatives. First, conservative states have more severe biotech protection laws where destruction is further criminalized. Second, conservative states have more comprehensive DNA data collection laws for criminal law enforcement. Third, conservative states uniquely view DNA as a property right to be protected. Fourth, conservative states are more likely to have local preemption laws for GM seed regulation, likely mçäáíáÅë~åÇ íÜÉ iáÑÉ pÅáÉåÅÉë • péêáåÖ OMNR • îçäK PQI åçK N evidence of opposition to the ''disorder'' of grassroots activists and their opposition to agribusiness practice.
State ideology was also correlated with the timing of state legislative response relative to other states. As the state innovation literature suggested, liberal states appeared more likely to pioneer genetic policy approaches. Conservatives, on the other hand, were more likely to adopt policies late, and they were more likely to ''go further'' when they did act. Also of interest, both groups were morally suspicious of biotechnology use. Liberals were morally suspicious of genetic technology and law enforcement. Conservatives were morally suspicious of genetic technology and biomedicine (human cloning) and genetic privacy. Also of interest is the way ideology did not separate states on certain types of programs. For instance, state promotion of biotech using tax credits or state grants was popular among all types of state actors. Similarly, biotech regulation in the form of GMO permits was found evenly in both liberal and conservative states.
The political identity of biotechnology has significant policy implications. If science or technology comes to be defined as a partisan issue, public policy will become a battle of partisan values and concerns over its use. This is warranted in a deliberative society but might become a tool of political competition rather than a discussion on the merits. A related factor is the unwillingness to compromise on moral or partisan issues, when compromise is actually quite a prudent approach. One has only to witness the partisan debates and resulting state legislation about stem cell research or health care reform to appreciate these realities. On the other hand, if science stays relatively nonpartisan, compromise and pragmatic policy development is possible. As with economic or genetic counselor policies, the questions center more on ''what works'' than ''what is right'' to advance state policy goals. Economics and morality. Clearly, policy type matters for political activity. As the literature anticipated, biotechnology policy is treated differently if it is economic, technical, or agricultural than if it is moral or medical. Of course, much of this depends on the way the policy itself defines the issue, which offers policy entrepreneurs or organized interests an opportunity to redefine an issue as economic or moral. Thus policy type is somewhat of an endogenous variable, subject to the political forces of the time. For instance, the regulation of agriculture at the state level was somewhat ''business as usual'' with GMO permits creating little public stir for industry or activist sympathizers in the general public. However, very recent biotech agricultural policy, such as GMO labeling or cloned animal regulations (which were too few in number to be analyzed for this research) suggest that overtones of morality can quickly take an issue from economic, pragmatic concerns to moral, value-based concerns. To the extent activists can redefine a biotech issue, it may rapidly garner significant public or partisan attention, widening the political interest and deliberation of biotech public policies. However, the quality of this deliberation is of limited use for scientific or economic experts, who might understand the issue quite differently from the general public. Climate change is a prime example of deliberation divergence between experts and the general public. Climate change also demonstrates how expert discussions occurring for decades may suddenly become political currency in partisan fights. In this way, policy type and perceptions of policy type matter. Federalism and external events. The research also confirmed the direct link between federal policy and state activity with regard to biotechnology. Sometimes states were acting to fill a vacuum in federal activity, such as human cloning legislation. Sometimes states were responding to federal directives or initiatives, as with health information and criminal DNA data collection. Still other times, states were responding to social events, such as criminal activism or popular sentiments generated by media cultural events, such as movies or scientific reporting and commentary. As with policy type, the role of federal activity and external events can be useful for policy entrepreneurs and organized interests, again making the variable somewhat endogenous; in other words, actors can create the conditions for policy adoption through federal legislation or media events. The details of public policy formation in these states, especially an examination of the role of organized interests and of policy entrepreneurs, will likely produce an interactive model where organized interests, external events, and ideology (or perhaps legislative partisanship) work together in predictable ways.
Federalism also has important policy implications. Scholars readily note the role of states as places for experimenting with policy. To the extent federal policy follows after significant state policy development on the biotech frontier, as with the case of GINA, values have time to converge toward an acceptable solution, and practical concerns (such as state-level legal testing and policy workability), as well as industry adjustment, make for smoother implementation and political acceptance. However, where the issue is still ''at sea,'' premature federal policy creates more practical and political problems by crafting partisan (possibly temporary) answers or by increasing partisan debate. For this reason, it is likely a societal benefit that human cloning legislation has not been forthcoming from the federal level. To the extent federal policy is the catalyst for state activity (DNA data banks, HIPPA health insurance regulations) additional policy experimentation and public deliberation of issues may be somewhat foreclosed, depending on the flexibility of the policy. On the other hand, uniform approaches to policy problems (such as criminal identification or protections for health information) help standardize the political and economic use of biotechnology relatively quickly. While possibly premature (e.g., thirteen loci for criminal DNA analysis), this uniformity provides stability and efficiency in the system.
